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Very small glaciers (<0.5 km2) account for more than 80% of the total number of

glaciers in mid- to low-latitude mountain ranges. Although their total area and volume

is small compared to larger glaciers, they are a relevant component of the cryosphere,

contributing to landscape formation, local hydrology, and sea-level rise. Worldwide

glacier monitoring mostly focuses on medium-sized to large glaciers leaving us with a

limited understanding of the response of dwarf glaciers to climate change. In this study,

we present a comprehensive modeling framework to assess past and future changes

of very small glaciers at the mountain-range scale. Among other processes our model

accounts for snow redistribution, changes in glacier geometry, and the time-varying

effect of supraglacial debris. It computes the mass balance distribution, the englacial

temperature regime and proglacial runoff. The evolution of 1133 individual glaciers in the

Swiss Alps is modeled in detail until 2060 based on new distributed data sets. Our results

indicate that 52% of all very small glaciers in Switzerland will completely disappear within

the next 25 years. However, a few avalanche-fed glaciers at low elevation might be able

to survive even substantial atmospheric warming. We find highly variable sensitivities of

very small glaciers to air temperature change, with gently-sloping, low-elevation, and

debris-covered glaciers being most sensitive.

Keywords: very small glaciers, glacier mass balance, glacier retreat, snow redistribution, regional modeling,

projections, climate change

1. INTRODUCTION

Alpine glacier research mostly focuses on medium-sized and large valley glaciers. However, very
small glaciers (here defined as being smaller than 0.5 km2 today) account for 80–90% of the number
of glaciers in mid- to low-latitude mountain ranges (Paul et al., 2004; Pfeffer et al., 2014). Although
the total area and volume of these glaciers is rather small (≈13% of overall glacier area, ≈ 5%
of overall ice volume), they affect the hydrological regime in poorly glacierized drainage basins
(Huss, 2011; Jost et al., 2012) and are highly relevant for landscape formation and bedrock erosion
in cirques (Sanders et al., 2012; Seppi et al., 2015). Furthermore, several winter tourism resorts
in the Alps rely on the presence of small remnants of glacier ice and increasingly try to protect
them from further melting (Fischer et al., 2011). Many small glaciers, even at rather low elevation,
are probably not completely temperate, which can impact on their hazard potential (Gilbert et al.,
2012; Gilbert et al., 2015). The particular thermal conditions also increase the potential of very
small glaciers to act as valuable long-term climate proxies storing very old ice (Haeberli et al., 2004;
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Grunewald and Scheithauer, 2010). Due to their vast number
and short response time, very small glaciers are even relevant for
global sea-level rise, at least over the next one or two decades
(Bahr and Radić, 2012; Huss andHock, 2015). Understanding the
linkage of very small glaciers with climatic changes is a challenge
as their mass balance is governed by complex advective processes
of snow and small-scale effects that are difficult to be captured by
numerical models. Although very small glaciers are relevant for
a wide range of aspects in high mountain environments, they are
undersampled in worldwide glacier monitoring efforts (WGMS,
2012). There still is considerable uncertainty regarding the past
geometry changes of very small glaciers and their mass balance
response to present and future atmospheric warming.

Very small glaciers occur where mountain peaks are little
higher than the regional equilibrium line altitude (ELA), or
at far lower elevations with extreme accumulation rates (e.g.,
González Trueba et al., 2008; Hughes, 2009). Accumulation
rates on small cirque glaciers can be higher by up to a factor
of four than the regional winter precipitation (Kuhn, 1993;
Escher-Vetter and Rentsch, 1995). Very small glaciers are often
situated in cirques and niches below rock walls and are strongly
influenced by wind drift and partly by avalanches (Helfricht et al.,
2015). Due to the lack of significant horizontal movement, many
very small glaciers are lens- or wedge-shaped and display a large
thickness to length ratio (Kuhn, 1995; Hagg et al., 2012).

In several studies, often focussed on the Mediterranean
Mountains, the recent and long-term dynamics, as well as
relevant processes determining the mass balance of very small
glaciers were investigated (e.g., Gellatly et al., 1994; Chueca et al.,
2007; Hughes, 2007, 2008; Pecci et al., 2008; Huss, 2010; Serrano
et al., 2011; Colucci et al., 2015; Fischer et al., 2016). Several
new monitoring techniques, e.g., relying on terrestrial/airborne
laserscanning or drone-based acquisition of terrain models were
tested (Carturan et al., 2013; Carrivick et al., 2015; Piermattei
et al., 2015). Both in Southern Europe and in the Alps, very
small glaciers were found to be subject to strong retreat and mass
loss over the last century (e.g., Triglav-Čekada and Gabrovec,
2013; Fischer et al., 2015; Marti et al., 2015). A contrasting
behavior with quasi-stable conditions for very small glaciers has
been reported for the Canadian Rockies (Debeer and Sharp,
2007, 2009). Over the last four decades, very small glaciers in
Switzerland lost roughly 70% of their area (Fischer et al., 2014)
making them the size class with the highest shrinkage rate. A
considerable number of very small glaciers has already vanished
throughout the last century, although more than thousand of
these dwarf glaciers are still present in the Swiss Alps.

Despite the numerous studies documenting the past changes
in very small glaciers in response to climate forcing, no detailed
model-based assessment of the future evolution of very small
glaciers is yet available. Simulating the evolution of small glaciers
is highly challenging as the factors driving their spatio-temporal
evolution are difficult to be described in numerical models
due to the importance of complex processes such as wind
drift and avalanches. Assessing very small glacier response at
the mountain-range scale thus requires a modeling approach
optimally constrained with field data.

Our study aims at answering the following questions: How
long can very small glaciers in the Swiss Alps (smaller than

0.5 km2 according to the latest glacier inventory) be expected
to survive, and what is their sensitivity to climate change? We
present a detailed modeling approach applied to all individual
very small glaciers in Switzerland. The components of the mass
budget, glacier geometry change, englacial temperature, and
proglacial runoff are calculated both for the past (1961 to present)
and for the future. The model has a high temporal (1 day)
and spatial (10m) resolution. It is individually constrained for
each of the >1000 glaciers based on various direct field data
ranging from glacier-specific geodetic mass balances to direct
measurements of accumulation and ablation, ice thickness, and
englacial temperature. Our comprehensive model allows us to
assess the sensitivity of very small glaciers at the mountain-range
scale, and to generalize their response to climate change specified
for different glacier characteristics (e.g., area, slope, aspect).

2. STUDY SITES AND DATA

2.1. Very Small Glaciers in the Swiss Alps
Dwarf glaciers in Switzerland are numerous and accounted
for 82% of all Swiss glaciers in 2010 (Fischer et al., 2014).
According to a detailed inventory based on high-resolution aerial
photographs (2008–2011) and manual delineation of glacier
boundaries, more than 1100 glaciers smaller than 0.5 km2 were
mapped with a total area of 116 km2. Very small glaciers are
distributed across the entire Swiss Alps but are most frequent
in the basins of the Rhone and the Rhine River, and are sparser
in the Inn catchment and the drainage basin of the Po (Ticino,
Doveria, Maira, Poschiavino, Figure 1). The size class of glaciers
smaller than 0.1 km2 dominates in terms of the total number
but most of the area is concentrated in the fewer glaciers
belonging to the class 0.25–0.5 km2. By comparing the area of
each individual glacier provided by the last complete inventory
from 1973 (Müller et al., 1976) with that from 2010 (Fischer
et al., 2014), relative changes in surface area of between –30 and
–76% were found for individual classes of very small glaciers and
the different drainage basins (Figure 1). This assessment does
not account for glaciers that have disappeared between 1973 and
2010.

Very small glaciers in the Swiss Alps are characterized by an
extreme variability in their topo-climatic setting. Median glacier
elevations vary between 1700 and 4000m a.s.l. over distances of
a few tens of kilometers, thus providing an indication for strong
differences in winter snow accumulation rates (Figure 2). Despite
the variations in the glaciers’ elevation, a clear spatial pattern
throughout Switzerland is revealed: In the Rhone catchment,
typical median elevations are around 2600m a.s.l. in the West,
rising to 3300m a.s.l. in the center. The drainage basins of
the Rhine and the Ticino are characterized by median glacier
elevations of between 2600 and 2800m a.s.l., and in the Inn
catchment, glaciers are located at about 2900m a.s.l. on average
(Figure 2).

A considerable number of very small glaciers are partially
covered by supraglacial debris, which significantly influences
glacier mass balance. In order to include some qualitative
information on debris coverage into the most recent glacier
inventory (Fischer et al., 2014), an indicator (not / slightly /
strongly / completely debris-covered) was attributed to every
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FIGURE 1 | Distribution of very small glaciers in the Swiss Alps. Glacier count and area in three size classes for the major hydrological basins and the relative

area changes 1973–2010 are stated. The percentage of glaciers with supraglacial debris and affected by frontal break-off of ice per catchment is given. Note that the

basin of the Rhine River has been separated into two sub-catchments (Aare, Rhein/Linth/Reuss).
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The solid line corresponds to a running mean.

glacier based on aerial imagery. About one third of all very small
glaciers presently exhibits some debris coverage but the regional
variations are considerable (Figure 1) and are likely related to
different geological and topographical boundary conditions.

Some glaciers are subject to frontal break-off of ice over a rock
cliff, i.e., an ablation process indirectly related to climate forcing.

All very small glaciers were classified qualitatively (no /moderate
/ substantial frontal mass loss) using aerial images. Whereas, only
few very small glaciers presently are influenced by this process
in the Eastern Swiss Alps, 17% of the glaciers in the Aare basin
show some frontal break-off of ice, probably supported by steep
topographic gradients in that region (Figure 1). This indicates
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that frontal mass loss can not be completely neglected even for
small glaciers in mid-latitude mountain ranges.

2.2. Data
A variety of data on very small glaciers has been collected for
the Swiss Alps over the last years. Although the data series
are generally short and partly discontinuous, the combination
of direct seasonal mass balance observations, geodetic mass
changes, and ice thickness measurements allows us to draw an
integrative picture of the recent variations in the dwarf glaciers of
Switzerland.

2.2.1. Mass Balance
Direct seasonal mass balance observations are available for 13
very small glaciers distributed throughout all regions of the
Swiss Alps (Figure 3). Whereas, eight of the series are relatively
short, some records have a length of up to three decades and
have recently been homogenized (Huss et al., 2015; Fischer
et al., 2016). Mass balance is determined based on the direct
glaciological method (Cogley et al., 2011). The monitoring
consists of dense snow probings and a snow pit in April/May
for evaluating the winter balance, and ablation stake readings
at a network of 2–17 stakes in September. Measurements are
subsequently extrapolated to calculate annual mass change. The
smallest glacier with mass balance observations (Blau Schnee)
has an area of only 0.02 km2. Most data however refer to glaciers
larger than 0.2 km2 (Figure 3).

2.2.2. Geodetic Mass Change
Glacier-specific geodetic mass changes for a 20- to 50-year period
are available for all 1133 very small glaciers in Switzerland from
Fischer et al. (2015). The first Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
of the entire Swiss Alps (DHM25 Level 1, 25m resolution)
originates from between 1961 and 1991 over glacierized
surfaces and has been dated for each glacier individually. The
SwissALTI3D DEMs (2m resolution) acquired between 2008
and 2011 provide up-to-date information on glacier surface
topography. By intersecting the two DEMs with the glacier
outlines from the inventories of 1973 (Müller et al., 1976) and
2010 (Fischer et al., 2014), surface elevation change, volume
change and geodetic mass balance was calculated. The average
uncertainty in annual geodetic mass balance of very small glaciers
is estimated as±0.14mwater equivalent (w.e.) a−1 (Fischer et al.,
2015). All DEMs were interpolated to a 10 × 10m grid for the
present study.

2.2.3. Ice Thickness and Volume
Direct ice thickness measurements using Ground-Penetrating
Radar (GPR) are available for 14 very small glaciers in
Switzerland (Figure 3, Huss, 2010; Fischer et al., 2013, and
unpublished data). The measurements were acquired between
2009 and 2015. Average thicknesses of 8–26m were found.
By using a modeling approach based on the principles of ice
flow mechanics (Huss and Farinotti, 2012), the ice thickness
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distribution was calculated on a 10m grid for all glaciers. All
model parameters were taken from Huss and Farinotti (2012).
For comparing measured and modeled thicknesses, the time
difference between GPR acquisitions and the date of model
input data (glacier outline, DEM) was accounted for. Observed
mean glacier-specific point thickness was reproduced within a
root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 6.8m (26% relative to local
thickness). The average thickness of all glaciers was matched
within 1m, which is smaller than the measurement uncertainty.
This indicates a considerable skill of the model in describing
the ice thickness distribution of very small glaciers with strongly
variable characteristics.

2.2.4. Englacial Temperature
Only few measurements documenting the englacial temperature
of small glaciers in the Alps are available, and not much is
known about their thermal regime (Gilbert et al., 2012). Direct
observations of ice temperature using thermistor chains installed
in boreholes with a depth of between 10 and 35m have been
acquired mostly in late summer on Altelsgletscher (Laternser,
1992), Vadret dal Corvatsch (Frauenfelder, 2001; Hager, 2002), St.
Annafirn, and Glacier du Sex Rouge (Figure 3). Unfortunately,
no continuous time series of englacial temperatures are available.
The measurements indicate that ice at around−1◦C is present in
the ablation area of very small glaciers despite their relatively low
elevation (Signer, 2014).

2.2.5. Meteorological Data and Climate Scenarios
Meteorological conditions throughout the Swiss Alps are
described by gridded data sets of air temperature and
precipitation provided by MeteoSwiss. Extrapolation to a
2 × 2 km grid with an underlying topography involves
direct meteorological measurements, information on their
representativeness and physical understanding of their variation
in space (Frei, 2014; MeteoSwiss, 2014). The daily temperature
and precipitation grids continuously cover the period January
1961–December 2014. A daily meteorological time series for the
median elevation of each individual glacier is derived based on
the closest cell of the gridded data set. We evaluate monthly
temperature gradients with elevation using the cells within a
radius of 40 km of each glacier. These gradients are used to
correct air temperatures for the difference of the closest grid
cell’s elevation and the median glacier elevation. Precipitation
is not adjusted for the elevation difference but a glacier-specific
correction is performed during the calibration procedure (see
Section 3.2).

Scenarios of future climate change are provided by the
project CH2014 (CH2014-Impacts, 2014) presenting an analysis
of results of the ENSEMBLES Regional Climate Model (RCM)
runs (van der Linden and Mitchell, 2009). ENSEMBLES RCMs
are driven by different general circulation models that are
forced by the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES)
A1B and A2 emission scenarios, as well as the more moderate
RCP3PD scenario (CH2014-Impacts, 2014). We use changes
in air temperature and precipitation based on the “delta
change” approach (e.g., Hay et al., 2000), expressing the
effect of climate change between two periods in terms of

the difference in the mean of a given variable. The periods
have the same length (30 years) and are divided into a
reference (1980–2009) and two scenario periods (2021–2050,
2045–2074). Additive (multiplicative) changes in daily mean
air temperature (precipitation) are aggregated to monthly
values relative to the reference period. These changes have
been evaluated by CH2014-Impacts (2014) for all cells of the
gridded meteorological data set in a probabilistic way for 14
RCMs, thus defining a median evolution, and a 95%-confidence
range with a lower and an upper bound for temperature and
precipitation for each of the three emission scenarios. For
simulating glacier response, we define a median scenario using
the median temperature and precipitation change of all RCMs.
In order to capture the range in future climate evolution
given by the RCMs, we combine the lower/upper end of the
confidence interval for temperature/precipitation and generate a
moderate scenario (cold/wet) regarding glacier mass balance, and
inversely, an extreme scenario (hot/dry). The approach of using
minimum/maximum bounds of the confidence intervals might
lead to an unphysical combination of results for temperature
and precipitation change derived from different RCMs. As we
do not have access to the downscaled time series of all RCMs,
we consider our definition of moderate/extreme scenarios as a
simplified approach that embraces the complete range of possible
future climate change.

For each glacier, we generate a continuous daily
meteorological series until 2060. We first linearly interpolate
the changes in temperature and precipitation between the
center points of the reference and the scenario periods. We
then superimpose observed day-to-day variability on the
projected monthly means; for each year of the scenario time
series, a specific year is randomly selected from the period
1961–2014 (see also Farinotti et al., 2012; Huss et al., 2014). Our
approach assumes that day-to-day variability of temperature and
precipitation remains constant over the next decades although
climate models indicate that variability might increase until the
end of the century (Beniston et al., 2007; Farinotti, 2013).

3. METHODS

3.1. Glacier Model
For each individual very small glacier in Switzerland mass
balance, glacier retreat, englacial temperature and proglacial
runoff are calculated using the Glacier Evolution Runoff Model
(GERM). GERM includes components for snow accumulation
distribution, snow and ice melt, three-dimensional glacier
geometry change, and runoff routing. A detailed description of
the model components is given in Huss et al. (2008) and Farinotti
et al. (2012). Hereafter, we summarize the most important
parameterizations and describe specific developments of the
original model regarding englacial temperature and the effect of
supraglacial debris-coverage and frontal break-off of ice on mass
balance. These additional model components are mostly simple
approaches to complex and yet poorly understood physical
processes. We assess whether the added model complexity is
needed to capture the related feedback mechanisms. The model
is run at daily temporal resolution on a 10m grid.
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3.1.1. Mass Balance
Snow accumulation C(x, y, t) at position (x, y) on the glacier
and day t is calculated based on precipitation P(t) for local air
temperatures T(x, y, t) < Tthr as

C(x, y, t) = P(t) · cprec · D(x, y). (1)

Air temperatures are extrapolated to all grid cells using an
annually constant lapse rate dT/dz = –6◦Ckm−1. Tthr = 1.5◦C is
the threshold temperature between solid and liquid precipitation
with a linear transition range of ±1◦C. The factor cprec allows
adjusting precipitation to the conditions of the individual glacier
and accounts for errors in the gridded precipitation data. Spatial
variations in accumulation across the glacier due to preferential
snow deposition and wind-driven snow redistribution are
taken into account by using a dimensionless snow distribution
multiplier D(x, y) (Farinotti et al., 2010). D(x, y) is derived
statistically from terrain characteristics and has values of between
0 and 2. It includes a parameterization for reduced snow depth
on steep slopes (avalanches / drift); accumulation is reduced
linearly from 100 to 0% between slope angles of 40 and 60◦.
Furthermore, the effects of snow deposition and erosion due to
wind are empirically described by varying D(x, y) with surface
curvature evaluated over a scale of 100m around each grid cell.

Snow and ice melt is calculated based on a distributed
temperature-index model (Hock, 1999). Degree-day factors are
varied as a function of potential direct radiation in order to
account for the effects of slope, aspect, and shading. Daily surface
melt ratesM(x, y, t) are computed as

M =

{ (

fM + rsnow/ice Ipot
)

T : T > 0◦C
0 : T ≤ 0◦C

(2)

where fM denotes a melt factor, rsnow/ice are radiation factors
for snow and ice surfaces and Ipot(x, y, t) is the potential solar
radiation.

After the disappearance of the snow cover, melt over ice
surfaces with supraglacial debris is calculated as

Mdebris(x, y, t) = fdebris ·M(x, y, t), (3)

where fdebris is a reduction factor depending on the thickness
of the debris layer (Schuler et al., 2002; Nicholson and Benn,
2006). We do not account for the effect of very fine debris that
can locally enhance melting via lowering the surface albedo. In
the absence of a detailed inventory of debris-covered areas for
all glaciers we use estimated percentages of supraglacial debris
for the four classes of coverage that have been attributed to all
individual glaciers (see Section 2.1). Based on considerations of
aerial imagery we prescribe a coverage of 15 / 40 / 75% to slightly /
strongly / completely debris-covered glaciers relative to their total
surface area. Debris is assumed to occupy the lowermost grid cells
of a glacier, whereas the upper regions are characterized by clean
ice or firn.

With glacier wastage supraglacial debris cover is expected to
both thicken, hence increasing its potential to reduce melt, and to
extend in space (Anderson, 2000). We parameterize these effects

by prescribing a linear decrease in fdebris with time, and set up
a simple model for debris extension. We prescribe initial values
of fdebris of between 0.4 and 0.7, approximatively corresponding
to debris thicknesses of 0.25–0.10m (Nicholson and Benn, 2006),
which are typical for glaciers in the European Alps (Brock et al.,
2010). We assume a thicker debris layer for classes with high
debris coverage. By the end of the modeling period fdebris is
assumed to decrease to 0.25–0.55. Such an increase in debris
cover thickness is motivated with findings by Rowan et al. (2015).
The rate of change in debris-covered area relative to the initial
geometry (in % per year) is prescribed for the debris classes
and coverage is updated in 3-year steps. The debris-covered area
thus propagates upglacier with time, which is consistent with
observations of temporal changes in supraglacial debris (e.g.,
Stokes et al., 2007).

The physical processes leading to the frontal break-off of
hanging glaciers are yet incompletely understood and are
challenging to be described numerically (e.g., Faillettaz et al.,
2015). Accounting for this effect is however important to
realistically describe the mass balance distribution of such
glaciers and to capture a potential stabilization related to their
surface lowering and retreat leading to reduced frontal mass loss
(Pralong and Funk, 2006). Motivated by the lack in detailed
data on glaciers experiencing frontal ablation, we apply a simple
ad-hoc approach. A reduction in local mass balance cfrontal is
applied to the grid cells that occupy the lowermost 10% of the
glacier surface (initial glacier geometry) mimicking mass loss by
break-off. This reduction is maintained until the glacier retreats
from those cells. Based on rough considerations of typical ice
fluxes of hanging glaciers and losses by frontal break-off (Alean,
1985; Pralong and Funk, 2006) we set cfrontal =2.5m w.e. a−1

for glaciers classified as having “moderate frontal mass loss”
(see Section 2.1), and cfrontal =5m w.e. a−1 for glaciers with
“substantial frontal mass loss.”

3.1.2. Geometry Change
Glacier geometry change occurring in response to mass balance
forcing is calculated based on the 1h-parameterization (Huss
et al., 2010a). An empirical function relates glacier surface
elevation change to the glacier’s altitudinal range, typically
resulting in maximum thickness changes at the snout and small
variations in the accumulation area. The shape of the 1h-
function is derived for each glacier individually based on the
comparison of DEMs from 1961 to 1991 and 2010. Prescribing
mass conservation, the annual change in ice volume calculated
with the mass balance model is distributed across the glacier
surface according to the1h-function (see Huss et al., 2010a). The
glacier disappears where ice thickness becomes zero.

3.1.3. Englacial Temperature
The englacial temperature regime of low-lying alpine ice bodies
is yet poorly studied, but has an impact on ice dynamics (Gilbert
et al., 2012) and the potential of small glaciers and ice patches
to act as archeological archives (Dixon et al., 2005). In order
to investigate the glacier’s thermal regime and the temporal
evolution of englacial temperatures, a one-dimensional heat
transfer model includingmelt and refreezing processes is coupled
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to the glacio-hydrological model. Our model does, however, not
account for the feedbacks of englacial temperature on glacier
retreat rates and sensitivity.

The temperature of each 0.5m layer between the surface and
the bedrock is calculated based on heat conduction as

∂Tg

∂t
=

1

ch · ρ

∂

∂z

(

κ
∂Tg

∂z

)

, (4)

where ch is the heat capacity of ice, κ the thermal conductivity
and ρ the firn/ice density. We do not account for advection
of ice, which is justified by the typically very limited flow
velocities of very small glaciers. The heat conduction equation
is solved explicitly at daily resolution. For simplicity, the firn/ice
temperature Tg,0 of the uppermost layer is assumed to equal
min(T, 0◦), with T the daily mean air temperature, if snow
depth d is smaller than a threshold dcrit,low. If it is greater
than an upper threshold dcrit,high, Tg,0 is 0

◦C. With a snowpack
in between dcrit,low and dcrit,high, Tg,0 is linearly interpolated
between min(T, 0◦) and 0◦C depending on d. Constants of
Equation (4) are taken from literature, and the parameters
dcrit,low and dcrit,high are calibrated for the site Sex Rouge
(Figure 3, Signer, 2014) so that modeled englacial temperatures
are in agreement with direct observations. The same parameters
were applied to all glaciers. This parameterization allows us to
efficiently capture the qualitative effect of the snow cover on
firn/ice surface temperature without modeling the complex heat
transfer processes in the winter snow pack.

The free pore space in the firn layer can be filled with air
or liquid water, when available from surface melt or rain. We
assume no vertical water transfer through the ice, and complete
permeability of the firn. The thickness of the firn layer is
computed using the local mass balance history and is constrained
to have a maximum thickness of 10m. Furthermore, liquid water
is assumed to be available at the glacier bed for days with
significant surface melting (>10mm w.e. d−1). Refreezing of
water and the corresponding effects on the temperature profile
are calculated in every time step.

3.1.4. Runoff
Water runoff is calculated based on the routing scheme
implemented in GERM, and consists of the sum of meltwater
and rain minus evaporation (Farinotti et al., 2012). The latter is
computed for every grid cell and time step by the corresponding
module (see Huss et al., 2008). We define a constant hydrological
catchment for each individual glacier, which refers to the
perimeter ice-covered in 1973. Thus, the size of the drainage
basin remains unchanged in time but the glacierization is
continuously updated. Runoff is also calculated for ice-free
parts of the catchment accounting for snow melt, rain, and
evapotranspiration.

3.2. Model Calibration
Calibrating a spatially distributed glaciological model to more
than a thousand glaciers is challenging but crucial to realistically
capture the governing processes and to correctly describe
their sensitivity. We apply an automated multi-level calibration
scheme that relies on the observed 20- to 50-year ice volume

change for each individual glacier (Fischer et al., 2015).
Compromises between the methodological requirements for an
unambiguous model calibration and the available data basis must
be accepted for studies with a regional scope.

GERM is initialized with the ice surface geometry derived
from the inventory of 1973 and the DHM25 Level 1 terrain
model (1961–1991 for glacierized surfaces). The year of model
initialization t1 for each glacier refers to the acquisition date
of this DEM known for each glacier. Surface mass balance and
glacier geometry changes are calculated and the cumulative ice
volume difference between t1 and the date of the SWISSALTI3D

terrain model is compared to the volume change derived
by differencing the two DEMs (Fischer et al., 2015). The
parameters cprec (Equation 1), fM and rsnow/ice (Eqation 2) need
to be calibrated. Measurements of the long-term geodetic mass
change do not contain any information on the components of
mass balance (accumulation/ablation). We thus apply a two-
step procedure to separately constrain accumulation and melt
parameters of the model.

In a first step, the parameters of the distributed temperature-
index model are set to literature values (e.g., Farinotti et al., 2012;
Gabbi et al., 2014), and cprec is varied within the range [0.5,2.5].
Thus, we allow for potentially large biases in the gridded data set
for precipitation (MeteoSwiss, 2014), which also includes effects
of snow removal or deposition by wind and/or avalanches on
the glacier surface. At this stage, we assume that the initial melt
parameters adequately describe ablation, and define a value for
cprec that satisfies the observed multi-decadal ice volume change.
If the model is unable to reproduce the geodetic mass balance
with cprec within the prescribed bounds, fM is varied in a second
calibration step, keeping the ratios to rsnow/ice constant. Now,
cprec is set to the value yielding the smallest volume error in step 1.
Themelt parameters are varied until the observed volume change
for each glacier is matched within 5%.

This fully automated calibration procedure results in a glacier-
specific parameter set that reproduces the observed change in
ice volume over the last decades (see Figure 4 for an example).
Although the relative contributions of accumulation and ablation
to total mass change can not be directly constrained due to a
lack in glacier-specific data on the mass balance components,
our approach is able to realistically resolve the effect of large-
scale snow redistribution processes: For very small glaciers at low
elevation, high values for cprec are found (Table 1), corresponding
to a larger relevance of avalanche deposition or snow drift (see
Kuhn, 1995). For glaciers at very high elevation, the results of
our calibration approach indicate a precipitation overestimate of
the gridded meteorological data set, which is in line with reduced
snow accumulation due to wind or avalanche erosion. Calibrated
melt parameters are consistent within a range of about±25% for
most glaciers except those at elevations >3400m a.s.l. (6% of the
number), where higher values were found (Table 1).

We also derive a second set of model parameters using the
same methods but completely ignoring the effects of supraglacial
debris coverage and frontal break-off of ice on mass balance
(see Section 3.1.1), processes that affect roughly one third of the
investigated glaciers (Figure 1). Calibrated melt parameters are
found to be 2% smaller on average for debris-covered glaciers
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volume change based on the model calibrated to these data.

TABLE 1 | Most important parameters of the model calibrated to each

individual glacier.

Elevation cprec fm rsnow rice

2000–2600 2.10 ± 0.54 1.22 ± 0.28 1.09 ± 0.26 1.70 ± 0.40

2600–3000 1.62 ± 0.45 1.23 ± 0.25 1.11 ± 0.23 1.72 ± 0.35

3000–3400 1.22 ± 0.45 1.47 ± 0.64 1.33 ± 0.57 2.06 ± 0.89

3400–4000 0.76 ± 0.34 2.23 ± 1.08 2.01 ± 0.97 3.12 ± 1.51

Values for cprec (-), fm (mmC−1 d−1) and rsnow/ice (10−2 mmC−1 d−1 (Wm−2 )−2) are

averaged for four classes of median glacier elevation (m a.s.l.). One standard deviation of

the glacier-specific parameters is given.

when not accounting for supraglacial debris in the modeling.
Contrarily, melt parameters for glaciers affected by frontal break-
off of ice are 22% higher if the ad-hoc parameterization of this
process is disabled. The description of frontal mass loss, hence,
has a higher impact on melt factors than debris coverage in
relative terms but only relates to 5% of the total ice volume of very
small glaciers (compared to 33% for debris-covered glaciers).

3.3. Model Validation
We validate the model results against field-data based glacier-
wide annual and winter mass balance. The observations are

mostly outside of the calibration period (Figure 1) and allow
evaluating the ability of the calibrated model to reproduce
seasonal to annual mass balance variability and its spatial
distribution.Measurements andmodel results are compared over
the respective observation periods within each year. Given that
the in-situ data is fully independent from our model results, and
that the mass balance of the investigated glaciers is characterized
by complex processes, we find a satisfying agreement with
a RMSE of 0.45m w.e. for both annual and winter balance
(Figure 5). Whereas, the correlation is relatively high (r2 = 0.71)
for annual balance, it is low (r2 = 0.24) for winter balance.
This can probably be attributed to the limited skill of the gridded
precipitation data set (MeteoSwiss, 2014) to reproduce year-
to-year snow variability in unmeasured regions with complex
topography. The overall bias in simulated winter mass balances
is however small, which demonstrates that our calibrated model
captures the long-term accumulation totals.

Due to the sparsity of observational data on ice temperature
(Figure 1) and the lacking temporal component of the
measurements, the validation of the model for englacial
temperature is difficult. For all locations of boreholes on
very small glaciers, observed and modeled temperature at the
respective depths and dates were compared. Measured and
simulated englacial temperatures correlate well (r2 = 0.79). On
average, the model predicts slightly too high ice temperatures
(overestimate of 0.35◦C). This difference can be attributed to
the measurements on Vadret dal Corvatsch whose particular
topographic situation (ice crest) is difficult to be captured by our
one-dimensional model.

Unfortunately, available data are insufficient for thoroughly
evaluating the performance of the simple models for debris-cover
evolution and frontal break-off of ice. We assess the model’s skill
to reproduce point annual mass balance measurements on two
of the surveyed glaciers that are partly debris covered. Using
re-calibrated parameters for the model ignoring the effect of
supraglacial debris results in an RMSE that is 2% higher and
a bias with observations being 0.12m w.e. larger compared to
the model accounting for debris coverage. For justifying the
many assumptions related to the modules for supraglacial debris
and frontal mass loss, however, distributed measurements of
debris cover thickness and its corresponding long-term spatio-
temporal evolution, and continuous observations of frontal mass
fluxes would be required. At present such a data basis is not at
hand and highly challenging to be acquired at the mountain-
range scale. By completely omitting these model components
and neglecting all related feedbacks in experiments (both for
calibration and scenario runs), we take a rigorous approach to
assess their relevance on the final results (see Section 5.1).

4. RESULTS

4.1. Present Ice Volume
For each glacier, the ice thickness distribution has been calculated
based on the approach by Huss and Farinotti (2012). Results have
been validated using to all available in-situ GPR measurements
(see Section 2.2.3, Figure 1). By 2010, very small glaciers in
Switzerland accounted for a total ice volume of 2.18 km3, of
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TABLE 2 | Characteristics of very small glaciers in the Swiss Alps for three

size classes.

Size class n A2010 V2010 H 1V

(km2) (−) (km2) (km3) (m) (%)

0.00–0.10 747 24.6 0.277 11 −75

0.10–0.25 230 36.7 0.641 17 −61

0.25–0.50 156 54.3 1.258 23 −50

0.00–0.50 1133 115.5 2.176 19 −59

Number n and area A refer to the glacier inventory of 2010 (Fischer et al., 2014). Volume

V and mean thickness H have been calculated according to Huss and Farinotti (2012).

Ice volume change 1V between 1961–1991 and 2010 relative to total volume has been

derived from Fischer et al. (2015).

which almost 60% was concentrated in the size class 0.25–
0.5 km2 (Table 2). The average thickness was 19m. Combining
the estimates of current ice volume with the observed volume
changes since the 1960s to 1990s (Fischer et al., 2015) allows
assessing recent losses relative to total ice volume. The volume
of dwarf glaciers in Switzerland has declined by between 50 and
75% over the last decades, depending on the size class considered
(Table 2). This demonstrates the high vulnerability of very small
glaciers to an air temperature rise of roughly 1◦C since the 1980s.

4.2. Mass Balance Sensitivity
Several studies have assessedmass balance sensitivities to changes
in air temperature and precipitation by calibrating models to
glaciers with an extensive basis of direct observations (e.g.,
Oerlemans and Reichert, 2000; de Woul and Hock, 2005).
The sensitivity of very small glaciers, however, remains largely
unexplored. For all 1133 investigated glaciers, we calculated static
sensitivities (constant glacier geometry) and dynamic sensitivities
(changing glacier geometry until reaching a new equilibrium)
for an air temperature rise of 1◦C and a change in annual
precipitation of +10%. Results are analyzed with respect to

glacier area, average potential solar radiation, surface slope,
median glacier elevation, and the degree of debris coverage.

We found average static mass balance sensitivities to
temperature change of between −0.63 to −0.72m w.e. a−1 C−1

for the individual drainage basins in Switzerland (Figure 6). The
sensitivity was somewhat smaller than that reported for larger
glaciers in the Swiss Alps (Oerlemans et al., 1998; Braithwaite
and Zhang, 2000). For individual glaciers, sensitivities strongly
varied – static sensitivities of between –0.2 to −1.4m w.e. a−1

C−1 were found. This corresponds to almost the entire range
inferred for all climatic regimes around the globe by de Woul
and Hock (2005) and demonstrates the high variability in the
dynamics and climate change response of very small glaciers
within the same mountain range. Precipitation sensitivity was
between +0.03 and +0.44m w.e. a−1 10%−1, and was maximal
in the Ticino catchment (+0.22m w.e. a−1 10%−1) owing to
more humid climate conditions compared to other regions of
Switzerland (Figure 6).

Static temperature and precipitation sensitivities of very
small glaciers only varied relatively little and inconsistently
for different classes of area and average potential radiation
(Figure 6). Exposure (south/north) has no significant effect
on the climate change response of small glaciers. In contrast,
we found a strong influence of surface slope on static mass
balance sensitivity, indicating that gently-sloping glaciers are
most, very steep glaciers are least sensitive (Figure 6). This can
be explained with a higher thickness and a longer response
time of low-angle glaciers and corresponds to evidence from
earlier studies (e.g., Fischer et al., 2015). Differences in mass
balance sensitivity were also evident for classes of median glacier
elevation: Low-lying glaciers are most sensitive, whereas high-
altitude glaciers show strongly reduced sensitivities both to
temperature and precipitation change. This can be attributed
to their more “continental” climate conditions with less snow
and limited melt during the summer season. Despite the effect
of supraglacial debris coverage, which reduces the melt rates
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FIGURE 6 | Calculated static and dynamic sensitivities (see text for details) of very small glaciers to temperature (+1◦C, red) and precipitation change

(+10%, blue). Glacier-specific sensitivities are shown for (i) the large-scale catchments, classes of (ii) area, (iii) radiation, (iv) slope, (v) elevation, and (vi) debris

coverage. Diamonds show the median, shaded (light) bars the 50 (80)% quantile range of all glaciers, and lines span the 2.5 to the 97.5% quantile.

according to our model approach, we find maximal sensitivities
for strongly debris-covered glaciers and smaller values for clean-
ice glaciers (Figure 6). This counter-intuitive behavior can be
largely attributed to the typical setting of debris-covered glaciers.
They are often situated at rather low elevation and exhibit small
surface slopes, both factors favoring high sensitivities.

Dynamic sensitivities involve the response of the glacier
geometry on the change in climate forcing and thus more
realistically describe the glaciers’ actual sensitivity. In contrast
to the static sensitivities we found a clear dependence on glacier
size (Figure 6). The smallest size class was least sensitive as these
glaciers have very short response times due to their generally
small thicknesses (Table 2). The dynamic sensitivity of gently-
sloping glaciers was found to be higher than the static one as they
more easily disintegrate with climate change thus losing their
accumulation area.

4.3. Future Area and Volume Changes
For all individual very small glaciers in Switzerland the fully
distributedmodel was run until 2060 using nine climate scenarios
(A1B, A2, RCP3PD; for each with a median, extreme, and a
moderate evolution). The model was initialized with the glacier
geometry of 2010. Figure 7 shows an exemplary model result,

visualizing the fast decline in thickness and area that is likely to
occur for most very small glaciers in Switzerland. St. Annafirn is
expected to be reduced to a small ice patch in a shaded niche by
2040 according to the A1B median scenario.

For all emission scenarios, the volume of very small glaciers in
Switzerland is projected to tend toward zero by the end of the
modeling period (Figure 8). The differences between the A1B,
A2, and RCP3PD scenarios are minor as their air temperature
projections only significantly diverge in the second half of the
21st century. However, glaciers are expected to lose about 80%
(91, 62%) of their volume for the median (extreme, moderate)
scenario between 2010 and 2030, and are, hence, not susceptible
to uncertainties in future CO2 emissions. By 2060, our model
predicts negligible ice volume for very small glaciers, except for
the moderate scenarios with a remaining ice mass of 6–15%
compared to 2010 (Figure 8).

4.4. Past and Future Changes in Mass
Balance
The mass budget of very small glaciers in Switzerland was
balanced or slightly positive between 1965 and 1985 and has
evolved into a strong disequilibrium over the last three decades
(Figure 9). Between 2005 and 2015, typical mass balances were
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around –1.2mw.e. a−1. Themost negative years were 2003, 2006,
2011, and 2015 despite the substantial glacier area changes (i.e., a
loss of the former ablation area, cf Figure 7) since the 1980s. The
evolution of surface mass balance is similar for all hydrological
basins of Switzerland though some subtle differences are evident:
The transition from a balanced to a negative mass budget started
somewhat earlier for the Inn catchment, whereas the Ticino
catchment showed a more rapid mass loss than the other regions
after 1985 (Figure 9).

The future mass balance of dwarf glaciers in Switzerland is
projected to remain at around –1.0m w.e. a−1 for the A1B
median scenario with a tendency toward less negative values
(Figure 9). The response time of very small glaciers is generally
short (Kuhn, 1995), i.e., they quickly adapt their size to changed
climatic conditions and retreat into cirques and niches with high
accumulation rates and limited direct solar radiation (Figure 7).
In consequence, they tend to be closer to a balanced mass budget.
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4.5. Ice Temperature
The evolution of the englacial temperature profile over time
was simulated with a continuous model run from 1961 to 2060
for three locations on each glacier (ablation area, equilibrium
line, accumulation area) and has been averaged for all sites
(Figure 10). An anticorrelation of ice temperature with air
temperature is evident (see also Gilbert et al., 2012). During cold
and wet periods, e.g., in the late 1970s, the glacier surface is better
protected from cooling during autumn and winter due to a thick
and water-saturated firn layer. With higher air temperatures,
the firn layer of very small glaciers can be completely depleted
within only a few years. This results in an efficient conductive
cooling of the impermeable bare-ice area, which cannot be
heated by refreezing processes due to the absence of crevasses
and cracks. The highest englacial temperatures close to 0◦ were
found in the accumulation area, whereas the model indicated
ice at temperatures of around −1 to −2◦C in the ablation areas
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of many very small glaciers (Figure 10). A notable drop in
englacial temperatures is calculated for around 2005, following
the extreme mass losses during the summer heat wave 2003. For
the future, englacial temperatures are expected to slowly increase,
albeit not reaching temperate conditions during the next decades
(Figure 10).

4.6. Runoff from Very Small Glaciers
Runoff from glacierized drainage basins has been reported to
increase with glacier retreat and mass loss, and for several Swiss
catchments, maximum glacier contribution has been projected to
occur between 2020 and 2050 (e.g., Farinotti et al., 2012; Gabbi
et al., 2012). For very small glaciers, however, annual runoff has,
after a sharp increase in the 1980s, already reached its maximum
between 1997 and 2004 (depending on the glacier size class
considered, Figure 11). Peak water discharge from very small
glaciers is thus already over and is expected to decline over the
next decades. The decrease in runoff is especially pronounced
in August, for which a reduction of more than 60% is found by
2060 compared to average discharge in 1961–1990 (Figure 11).
Although the total runoff volume originating from very small
glaciers is rather small given their overall area (Table 2), their
imminent wastage might still remarkably affect the runoff regime
of poorly glacierized alpine drainage basins.

4.7. Disappearance Date
We define the disappearance date of very small glaciers as the
year in which their area is either <3% of their extent in 2010, or
<0.005 km2. 73% of all glaciers that were smaller than 0.1 km2

in the inventory of 2010 are expected to have disappeared by
2030 according to the A1Bmedian scenario, and 97% are gone by
2060 (Figure 12). Glaciers with a current area of 0.1–0.5 km2 take
longer to disintegrate: By 2030, only 11% are projected to have
vanished but until 2060 about 88% are likely to have completely
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melted (Figure 12). Whereas, the vast majority of very small
glaciers in the Swiss Alps is expected to disappear during the
five coming decades, a few ice bodies, even within the smallest
size class, might still survive the projected substantial warming.
Furthermore, the shrinkage and disintegration of larger glaciers
over the next decades is likely to continuously recharge the size
class of very small glaciers. This effect is, however, not taken into
account in the present study.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Model Uncertainty
We can separate several components leading to a final
uncertainty in projected glacier change and modeled sensitivity:
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and two glacier size classes.

(1) Uncertainties in climate projections, (2) uncertainties in the
input data (most importantly in the glacier-specific geodetic
mass balances), (3) uncertainties due to assumptions during the
model calibration procedure, and (4) uncertainties in model
structure. In order to quantify these individual error components,
dedicated experiments were performed.

The uncertainty in climatic projections is considerable and
the spread in calculated small glacier volume loss, even for the
same CO2-emission pathway, is large (Figure 8). By running the
model with nine different scenarios, the respective uncertainties
in our results were estimated and accounted for about ±10%
of projected volume loss by 2040, or ±14 years regarding the
disappearance date of very small glaciers.

The impact of the procedure to generate daily series of
future meteorological variables (see Section 2.2.5) was assessed
by computing glacier evolution using day-to-day variability from
different sets of randomly chosen years. Calculated volume
change for the A1B median scenario by 2030 varied by ±0.8%.
When prescribing an increase in the day-to-day temperature
variability of 8% by the end of the century (Farinotti, 2013),
simulated glacier volume change (A1B median, 2030) increased
by 1.0%.

The random uncertainty in geodetic mass balance can reach
±0.3m w.e. a−1 for very small glaciers (Fischer et al., 2015),
and thus accounts for a considerable percentage of the signal.
We randomly perturbed geodetic mass changes with their
stochastic uncertainty and re-calibrated the model to match the
generated balances. Projected volume change was then compared
to the reference result. We found a difference in cumulative
calculated volume change 2010–2030 of 4%. The stochastic
uncertainty in the data used for calibration can noticeably affect
the projections for individual glaciers but almost cancels out for
larger samples.

The calibration procedure (Section 3.2) is fully automated
and involves a number of assumptions necessary to constrain

the model for each individual glacier. We performed three
specific sub-experiments and (i) varied the allowed parameter
range for cprec, and (ii/iii) prescribed higher/lower melt factors
for initializing the calibration scheme. The model was then
re-calibrated resulting in alternative parameter sets. We then
re-run the model with the A1B scenario and these parameters,
and compared our results to the reference simulation. Although
model results for individual glaciers partly differed more
importantly from the reference, the cumulated total volume
change 2010–2030 varied by ±4% for the individual sub-
experiments, thus indicating that this source of uncertainty has
a limited importance.

Evaluating the complete uncertainty due to simplifications in
the glaciermodel is difficult. Various processes are parameterized.
Describing them with a fully physically-based model is not
possible due to the variety and complexity of the involved
processes and the regional scope of the study. For example,
glacier melt is calculated using temporally constant empirical
factors of a degree-day model (Hock, 1999). It would, however,
be ideal to use an energy-balance model that is able to resolve
the heat exchange at the glacier surface in a process-based way
and to capture non-linear effects related to, among others, snow
and ice albedo variations or a change in the turbulent heat fluxes
(e.g., Gabbi et al., 2014). Here, we are unable to quantify the
importance of these processes for our projections.

We quantify the uncertainty stemming from the strongly
simplified model components for debris-cover evolution and
frontal break-off of ice by disabling these modules both for
the calibration period and for the future model runs, thus
capturing their overall effect on the results. Calculated volume
change of all very small glaciers for the A1B median scenario
is 1.1% (0.6%) higher by 2020 (2030) when not accounting for
supraglacial debris coverage, and 1.2% (1.7%) higher if the model
for frontal mass loss is deactivated. This indicates that the impact
of assumptions in these models on the final results is rather
small, and that the added model complexity is not necessary to
realistically simulate the future evolution of very small glaciers at
the mountain-range scale.

We note that the differences might be partly determined
by error-compensation effects: Calculated mass balance
distributions are likely unrealistic for debris-covered ice when
ignoring the impact of debris, and for the accumulation zone
(underestimation of mass fluxes) when not accounting for frontal
mass loss. Nevertheless, calculated mass balances sum up to the
observed volume change over the past decades due to model
calibration using geodetic balances (see Section 3.2). However,
as long as no detailed measurements of the temporal evolution
of sub-debris melt and long-term observations of ice ablation by
frontal break-off are available, we are unable to reliably constrain
and/or validate a model for these processes. It is thus presently
undecidable whether the yet poorly understood relationships
between debris cover, frontal mass loss, and mass balance should
be included in regional glacier change assessments and have the
potential to reduce their uncertainties. We recommend further
investigations in this field of research for better understanding
the temporal change and spatial distribution of supraglacial
debris and its effect on melting, as well as the feedbacks of frontal
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break-off of ice on long-term glacier evolution. A first and
important step would be a detailed inventory of debris-covered
surfaces and glaciers experiencing frontal ablation, including
estimates of the magnitude of the loss. Such information is
generally unavailable for most mountain ranges on Earth but is a
prerequisite for the modeling of the involved processes. For very
small glaciers, repeated terrestrial laser scanning (Fischer et al.,
2016) has a considerable potential for monitoring small-scale
variations in melt rates, as well as short-term surface elevation,
volume, and geodetic mass changes.

5.2. Can Very Small Glaciers Stabilize
Despite Climate Change?
Although our simulations indicated that the vast majority of very
small glaciers will completely disappear throughout the coming
decades and that almost no ice will be left in this glacier size
class (Figures 8, 12), a few glaciers are able to temporarily resist
the changed climatic conditions and will still be present in the
mid-21st century according to our model. In total, we found 67
(6%) very small glaciers that will retain more than half of their
present surface area according to the moderate A1B scenario by
2050. This is surprising as many medium or even large glaciers in
the European Alps are expected to completely disintegrate over
the next five decades (see e.g., Huss et al., 2010b; Salzmann et al.,
2012).

Analyzing the characteristics of the remaining very small
glaciers shows that they mainly belong to two particular types,
which are least sensitive to the projected changes in air
temperature and precipitation: (1) Some glaciers at very high
elevation (i.e., with a median elevation considerably above the
current regional ELA) are more likely to stabilize. They stop

being subject to frontal mass loss due to retreat from the break-
off ledge, and exhibit rather low accumulation/ablation rates and
thus small precipitation/temperature sensitivities (Figure 6). (2)
More interestingly, also glaciers at very low elevation (up to
600m below the current regional ELA) are projected to survive,
at least for changes in climate forcing occurring until 2050. These
glaciers are mostly located in regions with steep topographic
gradients and high precipitation rates. They are characterized
by a high importance of winter accumulation, often strongly
enhanced by avalanching and snow drift. Furthermore, direct
solar radiation is extremely low, as they are situated below
precipitous, north-exposed rock walls. The interaction of rather
small air temperature and high winter precipitation sensitivity
leads to a small overall sensitivity of these glaciers to future
climate change.

We illustrate this particular behavior of very small glaciers
with the example of Vadrec dal Cengal located in the
Maira catchment in South-Eastern Switzerland (Figure 1). The
remarkably low median elevation (2210m a.s.l. in 2009) of
this glacier is supported by high accumulation rates due to
avalanching and strong shading by shear cliffs rising more
than 500m above the glacier. Over the last decades, Vadrec
dal Cengal has considerably retreated and is now located
in a highly protected niche (Figure 13). Since 1990, annual
mass balances have become continuously less negative despite
increasing air temperatures as the extent of the former ablation
area has been strongly reduced. Until 2060, the glacier is
expected to experience negative balances, but the mass losses are
limited, resulting in a slow glacier retreat (Figure 13). Similar
cases have been reported by Carrivick et al. (2015) for the
Eastern Alps and Debeer and Sharp (2009) for the Canadian
Rockies.
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6. CONCLUSION

Based on a comprehensive collection of field data and a
distributed model applicable at the mountain-range scale, we
have assessed the past and future climate change response of all
very small glaciers in Switzerland. Glaciers smaller than 0.5 km2

according to the inventory of 2010 have lost 60% of their total
volume over the last three decades and have thus been more
substantially impacted by climatic changes compared to larger
glaciers. However, the temporal evolution of mass balance as well
as typical rates of ice thickness loss are similar to other glacier
size classes in the Alps. According to our model, many very small
glaciers are subject to a polythermal englacial temperature regime
in their ablation area, even though being situated at relatively
low elevation. This is backed up by direct measurements and
can be attributed to the fast depletion of the firn cover over the
last decades and limited horizontal movement of the ice. These
factors favor the formation of an impermeable body of ice, which
is not susceptible to water transfer and warming by latent heat
exchange.

The mass balance sensitivity of very small glaciers to
temperature and precipitation change is similar to that of larger
ice masses. However, it is characterized by a strong variability
among individual glaciers. Gently-sloping, low-elevation, and
debris-covered glaciers exhibit the highest sensitivities. Forced
with a probabilistic range of RCM results referring to different
CO2-emission scenarios, we predict a strong volume loss of
very small glaciers in the near future. Between 2010 and 2040,
more than 90% of the current volume of very small glaciers is
expected to have melted, and 71% of the glaciers will completely
vanish according to the median climate evolution. Whereas, the
ultimate demise of the vast majority of very small glaciers by
the mid-21st century is likely, some avalanche-fed glaciers at
extremely radiation-protected locations at low elevation might
reach a quasi-equilibrium due to a high sensitivity to rising
winter precipitation. Maximum water release from very small
glaciers has already been reached around the year 2000 and

annual runoff volumes are now decreasing. As the headwaters
of many catchments in the European Alps are still characterized
by the presence of small glaciers, the expected strong decline in
summer runoff over the next decades might noticeably influence
the hydrological regime in spite of the minor areal portion of
glacierized surfaces.

Very small glaciers are omnipresent in most mountain ranges
of the Earth and clearly dominate the number of individual
glaciers. However, describing and capturing their response
to climate change with modeling approaches is challenging.

This is mostly due to their highly variable characteristics and
the relevance of snow redistribution processes. Although the
almost complete disappearance of glaciers presently smaller than
0.5 km2 over the next few decades is likely, a continuous recharge
of the size class of very small glaciers through the disintegration
of larger glaciers will occur, thus eliciting a better understanding
of the processes determining their mass balance response.
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